Through this note TM-m^n denotes the category of (m, n)-dimensional fibered manifolds (m is the base dimension and n is the fibre dimension) and their local fibered difFeomorphisms.
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Given two fibered manifolds Z\ -* M and Z2 -> M over the same base M, Z2) denotes the space of all base preserving fibered manifold morphisms of Z\ into Z<i.
In very interesting paper [2] , I. Kolar studied (among other) the s-th order Euler map of the variational calculus on fibered manifolds p :Y -> M as the Euler operator He proved that all .F-Mm^-natural operators of this type (in the sense of [1] ) are of the form cE, c 6 R. Moreover in [3] , I. Kolar introduced the so called formal Euler operator The main result of the paper is the following theorem. 
